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was expected to contact the Community Services committee yesterday, and booths for collecting donations may go up this week,
Stroud pointed out.
When queried as to whether he
was looking forward to leaving
for Florida, or whether he was
reluctant, Poland’s only comment
was "I devote most of my energy
and work to freedom - there is
no freedom without people."

an
in an tit -Sherman
A sseni
Charles J. Conrad told the
Spartan Daily yesterday he will
seek to amend any legislative proposal to investigate the John
Birch society to include an investigation of TASC, SJS campus
liberal party.
The Sherman Oaks Republican
asserted he was prepared to introduce the amendment during a
recent meeting of the assembly
rules committee which was con,
sidering formulating a resolution
requesting investigation of the
Birch society.
However the committee adjourned before he could introduce
the amendment. the assemblyman
explained. "And as I understand
it, the original protxisal to investigate the SOCiely haS bOVII withdravvit," he added.
lya said
The veteran a ssembmn
One hundred and ten years of
tradition as the oldest men’s uni- he would tart initiate an investiCOUNCIL WON’T PAY
versity west of the Mississippi gation of TASC. Ile said he would
ophomure representat he J o e
were swept away last week with only offer an amendment to any
sid presented a proposal to
the announcement by the Univer- proposal that would seek to indent Council last month, in
sity of Santa Clara that it would vestigate a right wing society to
’ch he urged that the ASH
TASC also.
begin accepting women students
the $116.14 bus fare for Po"I believe that if an organizanext fall.
l’s trip, saying that "his fight
The move was made in response tion at one end of the political
inst injustice is our fight." The
to growing economic, community spectrum is investigated, hose at
ion was defeated by a vote
and alumni pressures, according the other end should be looked
seven to three, with five abto a statement made by the Very into also," Assemblyman Conrad
t ions.
Rev. Patrick Donohoe, president declared.
owever, the Council did come
He said that. if a proposal Ls
of the university.
in favor of soliciting, through
The Very Rev. Donohoe said made to investigate a left wing
Community Service committhat the university has been un- group, he will introduce an amend, voluntary contributions from
der "terrific pressure" to admit ment to investigate a right wing
ems on the SJS campus.
coeds since its board of trustees group, "such as the John Bir.d.
I don’t feel my proposal was
recommended the integration of society."
irely defeated." Stroud stated
Mr. Conrad said he selected
women students two years ago.
erday, "because the Council
because the group sponJerry Kerr, student body presi- TASC
taken tilt the responsibility to
sored a speech by Anne firad,
- money through the Commit- dent of the university, said. "Progti ft r v i rsial intergratioic .
ress has to be served. I realize
Sett, ill‘ commit lee.
.
that at this time the student proTASC member Jefferson Po"fRIRUTION MEANINGFUL tests are vehement. However, .. .
land informed of Mr. Conrad’s
he sophomore representative me univer .
.
her added that "The Council waist and this is a necessary statement, answered that TASC
does lad end orse its spealcers. "We
.hind him (Poland)
- they step."
simply want to bring people here
that if students voluntarily
The Very Rev. Donohoe said
ributed. it would be m ore that one of the major factors that who will stimulate student thinkningful to them," instead of compelled the decision was the ing."
Poland said he has always been
ASB alloting the money.
$115,000 to $120,000 deficit budget
’land said yesterday that he the university is currently operat- opposed to "witch hunts," whether
against the "John Birch society,
netified judge Rudd in Talla- ing on.
the Communist party, Protestant
PP that he is coming to serve
Officials at SJS said that in
jail sentence, but stated that light of USC’s small enrollment.I clutrehes or even against assemif yet he has received no reply. SJS will probably be uneffected blyman Conrad’s political machine."
Sit Pres. Pat MeClenahan by the move.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist hail...I
ELECTRICAL FIRST
the move, saying, "We’re sure that
EW YORK (UPII- --A cooking the women who attend the Unibaking table, the forerunner versity of Santa Clara will rele electric range, was placed ceive an excellent academic train he market in 1905. It was made leg. We don’t regard USC in a
cinderI,
al and furnished with sep- competitiveet
spirit. There’s room
review courses to assist in
cooking utensils that were for both public and private insti- preparation for the state proles-edinto electrical outlets. It tut ions of higher leatning hew in sional examinations will be toHided a switchboard.
the Santa Clara Valley."
nit Id and tomorrow evening.
The eia tries will be held at
Peter Burnett junior high school
from 7 10 9 ii.m. on Wednesdays
’and Thursdays.
Meehanical, eleetrical, and Heil
engineering prim-files will be
viewed, with emphasis on km
prineiples and problem solution. A
lice G. Barber, the immigraThe speaker has worked with fee of $30 is charged for each
official responsible for t he the Department of Justice and the course.
Professional engineering examintroversial deportation of a naturalization and immigration
sOected Communist" a few services during the past 35 years, ations will he given Aug. 15 by
the State Board of Registration.
1’ ago. Will speak on campus Weik said.
Signups for the courses will be
Y as a guest of Students
While Director of Immigration
Hist Communism, Bill Welk, for the western U.S., Barber or- at the first class meeting. Toselent of the group, announced. dered the deportation of William night’s initial class, In room 9,
g.
arlsw will speak on "The Et- Heikkila, a suspected "subversive will be in mechanical engineering,
statics, dynamics, viLeft Wing Pressures in Communist", to his native Finl’fluted Slates" at :1:30 p.m. in land. The case roused a g r ea t brations. strength of materials,
thermndyleria rooms A and B.
deal of interest from the press enginerting economy,
namies, heat transfer, fluid meand the public in the bay area.
engineering.
According to Weik. Barber was ehanies. and nuclear
also instrumental in an investigation that led to criminal action Co-Rec To Present
against longshoremen union leader Square Affair Tonight
Harry Bridges.
w,s1,111
I’"
elleral fleeting of the
Welk reported that "response
ly
will be tomorrow has been good" to the new campus SJS tonight when Co-flee presents
moon at 230 in Morris Dailey organization and expressed opti- "The Square Affair".
Square dancing will come front
toritim. according to
Kathy mism regarding membership gains
Ii’.
the swinging doors front
behind
publicity chairman.
months.
In the next few
8 to 10 p.m. and sareparilla will
he meeting is for the signups
A membership meeting will he be served to all, according to pubExecutive council offices for
held at 3 p.m., preceding the talk licity ehairman Dave Lawrence.
e.
coming year and committee
by Barber.
has employed the serirman positions for the high
commitspeaker’s
Bedell.
Jeff
vices of professional caller Ed
.1 rally convention this spring.
SAC, arranged Hefner as an added attraction for
’ming for the high school rally tee chairman for
the affair,
..ention will begin.
for the Barber’s appearance.

Coeds Enter
Santa Clara
Next Fall

Engineering Prep
Course Offered

A( Group Sponsors Talk
y Immigration Official

Meet

Gordon It. Grob, associate professor of journalism, is currently
in Washington where he has been
attending a two-day foreign policy briefing called by the U.S.
State department.
The conference, attended by
some 500 radio and television
newsmen, ended yesterday.
Professor Greb is a member of
the seven-man Council on Radii
and Television Journalism of the
Association for Education in Journalism. He attended the conference at the special invitation .a
Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
Secretary Rusk began the or
femme with a background bri..
ing followed by addresses I..:
President Kennedy, G. Menne.
Williams, assistant secretary
state for African affairs; and
ward It. Murrow, dirertor of tic
U.S. Information Service.
Professor Greti will visit the ol
fices of the Voice of America and
the United States Information
agency before his return here.
Ile received his B.A. from the
University of California, his M.A.
from the University of Minnesota,
anti is currently working on his
Ph.D. at Stanford.
His master’s thesis was quoted
before the United States Supreme
Court in the precedent -making
free press decision for movies.
Burstyn vs. Wilson, 1952.

Daughter Happy
As Father Ceases
Marriage Rift
Tile 011liOOk lin’ :1 recently married couple brightened considerably Sunday when the father of
the bride tentatively agreed to let
bygones be bygones and discontinue opposition to the marriage.
Mrs. Kathryn F. Singh, 18, who
married Paremjit Singh, 23, an
on
Indian exchange student,
March 5, filed suit against her
father charging interference with
her married life and withholding
a $400 trust fund belonging to her.
The father, A. D. Campagna jr.,
owner of the Moderne Drug co.,
was reported willing to release
the trust fund and allow the
couple connubial bliss.
William Hardy, attorney for
Mrs. Singh, said that Mr. Campagna had offered to reconcile
differences with his daughter.
Hardy anticipated that the suit,
also charging Campagna with
making abuts ive remarks and
threats about the marriage, would
probably be dropped after a reconciliation.

Spanish Sing Fete
Scheduled Tonight
,,,,,.,,,..,

C.ineiones," a --.pring
sing Spanish style, will be held
tonight at 7:30 in the College
Union.
According to Dr. William Moellering, Spanish department chairman, the program consists of community singing and is open to
faculty and student body.
"Spring is the time for parties
and Out and we are just trying
to keep in step with the season."
said Dr. Moellering.
A lecture on how to make tequila is also scheduled for the
pi’gram.

Camp Counselors
Applications for
1- e s 11111 it 11
Camp counselors for the fall semester are available at the College Union until Friday, announces
Barbara Jo Duffey, Freshman
Camp publicity chairman. All students are eligible for the 40 counselor positions.

11
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any time during the day
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Poland ’Waits, Reads’ Assemblyman Tells! prof. Greb
Of Plan To Amend Attends U.S.
ks Funds Are Raised Bill To Investigate ’Policy

Ily Committee
ts General Meet

Ad111103.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

.,10.

effeison Poland, 18-year-old
sner SJS sociology major who
}strew last month to serve a
’day jail sentence in Tallahas.
, Fla.. for participating in a
In demonstration, is now "just
kiting and reading," as plans are
shed forward to begin a drive
raise funds for his trip from
difornia to the East coast.
Poland was arrested and found
illy of "disorderly conduct." on
Ixt 12, 1960, after he, five
iii’ and six Negro students sat
a lunch counter in a Wool fit dime store in downtov...
lahassee.
’eon arriving in California, Powas notified by Tallahassee
y Judge John A. Rudd that he
a choice of paying a $300 fine
serving 60 days in the city
He has since decided to r.
It Iii Florida to "sit out’ he.
sentence.

(see report A
t page three)
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New Campus At Santa Cruz

Cal Rejects Seven County
Sites; May Benefit SJS
sidered for a possible branch of! these proposals to an audience
SJS.
1 which was free to consider them
The University of California se- on their own merits, there would
teeter’ Cowell Ranch at Santa Cruz have been no question as to the
for its new campus site, after; decision in favor of a campus in
considering seven locations in; Santa Clara county. I think we
were outmaneuvered by the deSanta Clara county.
Glendenning’s committee had! cisions made behind closed doors,
pushed Almaden. Evergreen and. which remain undisclosed to us."
(.(iyote Sites for the new CC.1 Assemblyman Allen urged Glen.
(terming to keep his committee accampus.
Commending Glendenning’s com- tive and to discuss a new branch
mittee on its work Assemblyman of SJS, possibly of a university
nature. He also asked the chamber
Allen said:
"If you had been presenting of commerce to consider building
a new state college for either
Santa Clara or San Mateo count
"While these suggestions mi._ t
come as a shock to some people,
the fact remains that Santa Clara
and southern San Mateo counties
are the only large metropolitan
areas in California which have
been ignored by the University of
California in the location of a
A proposal to investigate th e
new university campus," the aspossibility of giving academic
semblyman stated.
unit credit to Peace corps menu Michael Kit)% assistant profesHe added that long range planbet’s will be submitted to the sor of histtn:y and adviser I,)
Student Council by Francis Azimi, TASC, will discuss "Agrarian Rad- ning is the only answer to the
graduate representative, at t he icalism in the South at the Turn of educational problem created by the
group’s meeting today at 2:30 the Century" tomorrow in an ap- tremendous growth of Santa Clara
p.m. in the College Union.
pearance sponsored by the stu- county in general and San Jose
Other business on the agenda dent political group, Ben Zlataroff, . in particular.
includes a report on the Board of education chairman,
"As far as our people are conhas anControl concerning athletic appro- nounced.
cerned and the use of their tax
priations and the possibility of
Professor Kay will be heard at funds, the justification is the same
sending two representatives to the 330 in Spartan cafeteria rooms whether the land is used for r.C..
California State College Student :\ and B.
a branch of SJS or another state
Presidents assn. meeting tomorProfessor Kay will also consider college," the legislator
row and Friday in San Diego.
industrialization in the South, the
SJS Executive Dean C. Grant
In the Peace Corps proposal development of segregation and Burton declined statentent on the
Azimi stressed that unit cue di t the mlationship of southern rad- ;assemblyman’s request.
would be desirable "since the west iealism to the problems of m
coast has not shown much initia- perialism, war and civil libe:
tive toward the program. It might N ei...riling
Zlataff.
m
be well that SJS shows initiative
Jack Pockman, TASC
on the project by providing aca- man. recently clarified the 1st,demic touts,’ he said.
tion of the student party on the
He will ask that a committee integration movement
in
be set up to investigate two ap- South. He said. "TASC believes
proaches to obtain credit for the that enduring freedom and equalvolunteers. One would be similar ity can be achieved only by nonto the class for Model United violent resistance, legal action and
Nations delegates who receive one federal intervention."
wt..,
unit. The other would be to make, Pockman said that the group
Frank .1
recommendations to the Faculty’ "repudiates all suggestions that MajOr, will rev lel% "Love in 1 h e
Council and then to the state the southern Negroes should re- Western World" by Denis de
Board of Trustees with the final sort to violence and is confident Rougemont, today at 12.30 p.m.
outcome a uniform credit program that the vast majority will active- in rooms A and B of the Spartan
’
for all state colleges hr. said.
It interra....1 hrolierhood." cafeteria.
"Love in the NVestern World"
is a provocative critieism of western attitudes toward passionate,
romantic lave.
De Rougernont ’s cord roversial
analysis of the origins and impliI II PARATROOP,
cations of love in the western
VIENTIANE,
. t UPI i SoViel
ales have dropped world has little in common with
Communist paratroops near the government supply base of Vang the studies of Ellis. Mead. Kinsey
Vieng 65 miles north of Vientiane in a new offensive that threatened or Reik. according to Kearful.
Kearful was recently awarded a
to cut off the royal armies to the north, the Lao’ in government
$2000 grant from till’ Wik)(1111W
reported yesterday.
Wilson National Fellowship founDefense Minister Gen. Phouini Nosavan said the operation ’was
dation. He will begin graduate
similar to one last Friday when paratroops, dropped by the Sts let
work at Harvard university next
planes, forced government forces to retreat from Tha Thom, another
fall.
key base just south of the Plain of Jars 85 nines northeast of VienStudents and faculty are invited
tiane.
to the weekly discussions on outstanding hooks.
LAOS TRUCE REPORTED NEAR
WASHINGTON I UPI I --Authoritative diplomatic sources .
yesterday that Britain anti Russia are close to agreement on a ce
fire in Laos and that the joint call for a truce may come within
next 48 hours.
The Soviet Union, in talks with British Ambassador Sir F.
Roberts in MOSCOW, has agreed tentathely that an inspected
Tillie’s Punctured I:O111.111eC."
verified cease-fire must precede the 14 -nation political conference on;
the film that marked Charlie
Laos which the Kremlin is anxious to have, these sources said.
Chaplin’s debut as a major movie
star, will he shmvn as m -feature
AIRPORT BATTLE IN CONGO
TITS; CONGO it’ll -A mob of 10,000 natives armed with tomorrow in the Classic Film promachetes, iron bars and muzzle-loading muskets gained temporary gram’s weekly series.
Playing with the 1914 slapstick
control of the Elizabethville Airport from Swedish United Nations
feature will be the Michelangelo
troops yesterday.
Later, the Katanga government and the U.N. agreed to continue film. "’The Titan," in color. The
joint control of the airport, easing a situation which had threatened hill will he shown at 3:30 and
again at 7 p.m. in the College
to worsen.
Theater, according to Robert
USSR ACCEPTS WESTEHN CON( ’EssION
Orem, coordinator of the Classic
GENEVA 111Pli The So% it Union accepted loin Anglo-Amer- Film series.
ican nuclear test ban concessions yesterday, hut offered nothing in
Produced and directed by Mark
return.
Sennett, the Chaplin five -reeler
The Soviet decision to accept a United Stales offer permitting is one of the first feature comedies
Inspection of certain American nuclear devices and also Western produced. Marie Dressler plays op.
plans to police outer space against secret atomic explosions came at posite Chaplin in the film.
the latest session of the prolonged three -power talks aimed at proAll presentations in the series
ducing a nuclear test bait treaty.
are free to the public.

By FRED SCHWARTZ
The University of California’s
rejection of seven Santa Clara
county sites for a new campus may
lead the way to an expansion of
SJS.
Assemblyman Bruce F. Allen
1R-Los Gatos!, in a letter last
week to George Glendenning,
chairman of the Greater San Jose
Chaniber of Commerce committee,
suggested that the sites be con-

Peace Corps
Credit Idea South Farm
Proposed Radicalism
TASC Talk
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Chaplin Stars
In Movie Debut
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Editorial

Axe for an Axe
Once again college neuspaper editors throughout the country are reminded that they must be responsible and respectful
outspoken yet meek.
Editor Don O’Donnell of the University of Nevada "Sagebrush" received the axe March 25 by the hand of the University’s student Publication Board and student Senate.
O’Donnell’s ousting followed a series of editorials he had
written against the University’s Dean of Students for his involvement in the decline of local campus traditions. O’Donnell
charged editorially that the Dean ". . . is beginning to realize
that he is losing the confidence of the students."
This action, adjudicated by student leaders, shows the importance the college community places on the campus newspaper. Therefore, it must unequivocably be responsible. However. the firing of O’Donnell reflects the precarious position of
the student editor in relation to the student body, student government and the administration. The facts behind O’Donnell’s
plight bear out this point.
O’Donnell was fired for what the Publications Board termed
"Lack of cooperation and respect for the Publications Board
. . . Inaccuracy of editorial material . . . Handling of finances
without authorization and approval by the Board." However,
the editor had run an editorial of almost equal length which
corrected the first inaccuracies.
With the exception of the "inaccurate editorials." it appears that O’Donnell is the victim of hair-splitting technicalities.
To prove his "incompetence," the Board compounded charges
dating from the time O’Donnell first began editing the paper
last fall. It seems strangevery strangethat his "delirious"
actions were not brought into the open at the time of their occurrence.
It is obvious that action for the editor’s removal was initiated only after critical editorials of an administrator were pub/shed. Whether or not the administrator influenced the Board’s
decision is not known. Moreover, it is not now important.
What is important is the prevailing attitude on many college and university campusesbut, for the most part, not this
onetoward limiting and controlling a student publication.
Almost overusedyet trueis the phrase "student editors have
a responsibility to the institution."
Seldom thought of is the attitude that the institution, likewise, has a responsibiliy to the student editor.
Student leaders at the University of Nevada lost sight of
the editor’s ultimate goals for the student bodywhich apparently was to regain two traditions which the students were
doomed to lose. By their very action, the students themselves
stripped the paper of any power it might have had to work in
their benefit. O’Donnell not only lost a job, but the students
lost an editor. Much time will pass before the new editor or the
J .M.R.
college regains lost prestige.
PIMA ionkiOckIMPINIMI4IIMIOMINIO11..1=1.

SPECIAL
BREAKFAST
Buttermilk Pancakes

ALL YOU CAN EAT
before 1 1 :30 a.m.

THE

Charcoal Broiler
32 W. San

Fernando

Students Support
Anti -Bias Letter
idmit
We, the under,. ,ied students, wish to endorse
Miss Bartlett’s letter concerning the results of discrimination
which appeared in this column
March 21.
Suzanne Robrecht, ASB 5948;
Toni Roscamp, ASB 9759; Pat
Evans, ASS 8627; Roxanne
Thayer, ASB 15073; Brenda
Hayes, ASB 13379; Dan Studmy, ASB 904; Dennis Johnson,
ASB 974; Stanley D. Stevens,
ASB 5631; Andrea Yee, ASB
10657; Judie Grieshaber, ASB
8041; Charles Brown, ASS 201;
Ben Zlataroff, ASS 1015; Phil
Clifton. ASS 11815; Bobby Simpson, ASB 15544; Ethel Boutte,
ASS 10702; Eldridge Johns, ASB
8919; Jim Flemons, ASB 902;
Barbara Geary, ASB 12440; Carli
Stevens, ASB 8974.
Sandra Norris, ASB 9914;
Gwen Nash, ASB 10792; Harry
Edwards, ASB 086; Anthony
Metoyer, ASB 768; Ben Tucker,
ASB 982; Horace Whitehead,
ASB 965; Constance Smith, ASB
6021; W. T. Manaugh, ASB
11435; Ron Christensen, ASS
7093; Samuel T. Risano, ASB
12881: Kay Wetzel, ASB 10296;
JoAnn Wilson, ASB 9354; Richard Jones, ASB 920; Sheldon
Lichter, ASS 10519; Gisela Kuster, ASB 6793; Heidi Bernd, ASB
10658; Pat Garcia, ASS 15765:
Maria Trevino, ASB 5003; Joe
Stroud, ASB 78455; Carol Grieshaber, ASB 8855; John Dixon,
ASB 12858.

Profs Should ’Teach’
Embarrass
Not
EDITORI should like to say
something about how I, as a
graduate from a Pennsylvania
school, regard San Jose State
College.
I have appreciated the opportunity of entering here and
although I am scholastically acquainted with very few teachers,
I am in a position to judge and
in a way, be judged.
I am by nature a sensitive
person. I have had difficulty adjusting to school routine, since
it is many years since I have
studied.
I am of the opinion that teachers should be required to teach
and not to embarrass the student.
When a person is learning to
make general social adjustments,
he is also meeting more strictly
academic demands of his new
environment.

Is SAC Allied
With Birch Society?
EDITOR"Why should we afford to enemies those privileges
they refuse us?" Can you guess
who said this? No, it was not
Stalin, Khrushchev, Hitler or
Mussolini. It was Rear Adm.
Edward Carmick who spoke
March 22 to Students Against
Communism, making reference
to free speech in America. Implicit in that statement was the
removal of the democratic principle of free speech and the right
to dissent guaranteed by the
first amendment to the constitution. It appears he would suppress all but the most chauvinistic of opinions. Is SAC an appendage of the John Birch society and a threat to our civil
liberties?
Admiral Carmick attacked our
academic freedom by saying,
"The introduction of idelogical
course material in a college class
is not only unethical, it is worse."
It would, in my opinion, be
more unethical to indoctrinate
the student with one "conservative" ideology than to introduce
diverse ideas and allow the student to make a choice for himself. Doesn’t Admiral Carmick,
representative of the right wing,
sound as if he would suppress
the free interplay of Ideas so
essential to an academic community?
The real threat to our freedoms comes, I believe, not from
the inconsequential left, but
from the reactionary right.
D. Bart Randolph
ASH A12471

Is Teachers’ Union
Afraid of Probe
EDITORIn a front page article (March 23) under the title,
"Teachers’ Federation Asks
Riot’s Investigation," Dr. Stan-

CY 7-9632
Mon.- Fri.-7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sat.-8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

onderer

am.
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Too Hot for Birches
We cordially invite you to
use our BRIDAL REGISTRY
to help your family, friends
ond relatives in their choice
if Sterling.

0
0
0
0

come soon
to see our famous
collection of

TOWLE
STERLING

What with the sudden disclosure of the John Birch Society’s activities, it seems natural that I should say a thing
of three. But, honestly, it’s too
hot to be nasty.
Besides, there are many ramifications involved in the controversy; most of them have been
adequately covered.
Only one more thing need be
said about the Birches: their
bark is worse than their blight.
So instead of saying that
Birches are literally for the
birds, I’ll talk about something
every red-blo . . . (mps!) red,
white and blue-blooded American male supports. Namely, the
short skirt.
This is kind of a pertinent
topic too, since a San Francisco
high school recently banned
them. Or at least it banned girls

ton is quoted as saying the
teachers’ union wants to know
the means used by PT & T for
buying the film, "Operation
Abolition," and whether it is
within the corporate rights of
the company to conduct programs against communism. He
also said the teachers’ union is
mainly "just interested in whether he (Lister) is improper in
his statement."
This, I feel, is not the issue
needing investigation. The issue
to Investigate is whether the
statement made by Mr. Lister is
true or false. If the statement
is true, steps should be taken to
remedy this situation.
Or are Dr. Stanton and the
American Federation of Teachers afraid of what this type of
investigation would reveal?
John A. Hall
.ASIT A8670

As I am trying to prepare for
work with pre-school children,
I must remember to be kindly
and considerate rather than
abrupt and severe. I was one
of those unfortunate persons who
was trained in the "old school,"
when rod was not spared, both
in the classroom and at home.
Though I learned the "three
R’s," it was not pleasant. All
this prompts me to appeal to the
positive philosophical view of
our instructors and ask for a
more considerate regime.
Florence Freed
ASH 42

from wearing them to school.
It may not sound like a very
political subject, but there is far
more involved here than meets
the eye. The SF school apparently favors a looserather than
a tightinterpretation of the
federal constitution.
Some experts say that banning short skirts stems from the
right of all Americans to be
free from involuntary search.
This is the wrong eye-dea. No
one has to wear a short skirt.
In rebuttal it can be said that
prohibiting the short skirt is a
restriction of another inherent
American constitutional right:
freedom of uninhibited movement.
And as President Kennedy said
during the campaign, "We must
move ahead." At least, I think
he said a head.

Anti -Communism
Club is ’Good News’
EDITOR- Piot. Edward Carmick, who is faculty adviser for
Students Against Communism,
states that SAC does not wish
to stifle freedom of speech, but
only to counteract presently existing pressures which tend to
weaken American pride and patriotism.
For those of us who cherish
our basic constitutional freedoms, this is good news indeed.
Let us hope that SAC does not
lose sight of Professor Carmick’s
noble ideals. Now that SAC has
acquired official campus recognition, it can pursue its goals
by sponsoring campus speakers
of its own choosing. Members of
SAC should not find it necessary
to attempt to deny freedom of
speech to those who hold opinions contrary to their own.
Gerald L. Hansen
ASB AIIIRO
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10+11 and Inn to Clara

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
No interest or carrying charges
First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose
All Parking Lot Tickets Validated

Special .
20 WALLET SIZE PRINTS
FOR:

98C

1$/.48 value)

MADE FROM YOUR FAVORITE PICTURE OR
NEGATIVE, ON DOUBLE WEIGHT MAT PAPER

A December wedding is planned for Stephany Williams. Alpha Chi Omega junior general
science major, Menlo Park, and
James Martin. Redwood City,
now employed in San Carlos.

tion major, Porteeville.
A September wedding is
in the
future for Clara-ennesse,
Kappa
Alpha Theta junior physical
Hu,
cation major and Jim
Dunkin,
Theta Xi graduate

Pat Cathcart, Alpha Chi Omega senior education major, Lodi,
is engaged to Dick Loyd, graduate physical education major,
Portervillc.

chew ciate
i EL RANCHO CY 4-2041
CAN CAN
with Frank Sinatra and
Shirley MacLaine
THE LOVE SPECIALIST

Betrothed are Claire Chesbro,
Chi Omega senior business-industrial major, Burlingame, and
Donald Deighton, Cal Poly graduate.
Louise Berry, Chi Omega junior sociology major, Sacramento
has announced her engagement
to Rick Reek, junior conserve-
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MAN IN A CROOKED HAT*t
with Peter Sellers and Terry Thomas ;
CARRY ON ADMIRAL *

GLANA’S

MAYFAIR CY 3-8405
v,/,1,,,,,...
MR. ROBERTS
Starring Henry Fonda
and co-starring Jack I r.n i-ori

SALON OF BEAUTY

1
*
*
:
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SARATOGA UN 7.3026
BRINK OF LIFE
INSIDE A GIRLS’
DORMITORY
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
*
CY 5-3410
Cowboy Glen Ford
*
Ask Any Girl
Such as Shirley MaoLaing
WHERE THE BOYS ARE

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on all beauty services
WED,
TUES.
MON.
Continued Special Rates
on shampoos and sets
all five days
CYpress 7.6979

TOWNE CY 7-3060
DAY OF THE PAINTER

Corner of 4th & Williams

CONQUEST OF THE
IZALCO

READ SPARTAN DAILY
WANT ADS

fisfultfuit******** ...... ***44

Onward and upward with
traditional clothes from
GRODINS*

RAMS HEAD
Elevating exunpla:
WASH ’N’ WEAR CORD SUIT

24.95

II

olio sof soon

*C7112D1.:75 RAMS NEA:
VALLEY FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD., SAN JOSE

It
Says
Here . .
You
Can’t
Miss
with a
STEAK
from . .

MILLER’S
Steak House
163 W. Santa Clara
Complete Dinners

Roast Beef
Baked Ham

*

NEVER ON SUNDAY

167 E. Williams St,

Furry

ko9a1 Photo 9ibtt chop
262 SO. MARKET ST., SAN JOSE

Socielt-a

EXCELSIOR
Spartana)aii9

Towle is Ove favorite Of OW bridesto.be. Why/ Reroute
of impeccable taste, of beautiful workmonship. of is
centuries -old reputation. Come insee fat yourself.
Tel Sew% from $4.711
4.0c macs Settings from e24.3e
Serweg P.rrel from $0.00

spark,.

I

Thrust and Parry

y We Spen.ialire in
$1.55

Steak Dinners $140

Turkey
Roast Lamb

III???
World War
-a.

ville.
riding is in the
Saw, Kappa
physical edu.
Jim DunIsla,

57ate

Russia Trails U.S. 1-3 in Destructive Power uc0!, . ), ,tometry Applications Open
note: With The advent of
the h r of
each world crisis comes
another war: on. involving "iirn;ted
"
f
II
Iunlimited
u
.scit
or
police action,
destruction. This is the first In
A fiver -part series comparing Russian
military might.
And United Dates’
For this report Richard Dyer has used
information
sourcas:
she following
iit; U.S. News and
The Army Re
World Report: The Army, Navy and

jEditors

CY 4-2041
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Open Mondays
9 to 6
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STUDENTS!
Get Your
ELECTRONIC...
Components
Transformers
I Transistors
t Transmitters
I haws
AT

CLARK’S
190 W. Santa Clara

Liiiirch

/ s
A’

Air Force Blue Books. and Lout Col
Edwin T. Rios, SJS ROTC head.)

By RICHARD DYER
The United States today leads
the Soviet Union 3-1 in destructive capability.
If an atomic war began tomor-,
row, the Soviet Union could unload about 300 nuclear bombs and
atomic weapon.s equal in explosivel
power to 350,000 A-bombs on the:
United States.
The U.S., in turn, could drop
3.000 nuclear bombs and the
equivalent of more than one million Hiroshima-type bombs on the,
U.S.S.R.
U.S. MISSILE LEAD
Contrary to popular opinion. the,i
Russians do not lead in missiles.
The score today stands us follows:
Russia, 35 to 50; U.S., 124. The
Soviets are ahead only in intercontinental ballistic type missiles.
The present U.S. stockpile includes 32 Polaris missiles, 60 Thor ’
medium-range missiles based in.
England. nine Atlas ICBM’s, and
20 Snark jet-propelled missiles at
a U.S. base in Maine.
With radar, communications intelligence, aircraft and ot her
sources, the U.S. has gotten a
fairly accurate picture of the main
elements of Red strength.
The U.S. leads the Soviet Union in air power. She has 600
long-range 13-52 jet bombers at
overseas bases, 1100 13-47 jet
bombers, 400 carrier-based planes.
and 2,000 fighter-bombers, many
at bases near Russian soil. The.
U.S. Air Force, as of 1959, had aj
total of 20.890 active aircraft.
I
NO OVERSEAS BASES
Russia
has
150
long-range:
bombers. 1500 medium -range’
bombers and 10.000 first class jet.
fighters and bombers, but no
overseas bases from which tol
reach the U.S. and no carrierbased planes. The Soviets have,
also 15.000 planes to support their
ground forces.
The U.S. leads in sea power.
She has 26 aircraft carriers, 156
, submarines. 17 atomic subs, anti!
t000 major fleets at sea, in the
’Jlediterranean and Far East.
;
Two nuclear submarines (the:
’ George Washington and the Patrick Henry). in seas near Itte,..:Ji
sto’,..4’0049.1,00.1664100W,M..^
:
.

Cost.
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TYPEWRITERS RENTED
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AN JOSE

Est.

$1 8

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pi _el
of any machin if you decide to buy.
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN.-

1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
na suntan and college credits
thi , summer at the University of

HAWAII
44 Days$576
rrra and women will enjoy our la
* Round trip vii scheduled a.,

yen Are, United and N

* Modern nit -conditioned apartments
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* Parties for you And your date: Beech Party: A. 0..
danco at the Moan.,
an L au
* Special events: .0- A ho Welcome porky
n
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0
zi

.
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essi,,, :12
missiles. Each
warhead is 30 times as great in
destructive power as one atomic
bomb.
LARGEST CARRIER
This year. the Navy’s first nuclear-powered carrier and t he
sot-Id’s largest, the 86,000 ton Enterprise, will join the U.S. fleet.
The Soviet Union has the second largest navy in the world and
is first in submarines more than
450). Although she has no aircraft
carriers, she does have from three to -six atomic subs.
’fhe Soviets have no Polaris
type submarines. All Red subs.
at present, must fire from the
surface. However, RLISSia soon will
have their version of U.S. nuclear
subs, according to Admiral Arleigh
Burke, Chief of Naval Operations.
In terms of manpower, the Russians boast a standing army of
2,500,000; the U.S., 870.000. The
largest anti-Communist army in
the West today belongs to t he
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. But NATO has only 48 divisions compared to Russia’s 175.
The race for space is currently
a draw, from all indications.

SPACE ’F.HICLES
The U.S. has put up more space
vehicles than the Soviet Union,
and is years ahead in weather
watchers, navigation and communication aids and "sky-spy" satellites, which are orbiting the earth,
taking photos.
Russia is at least two years
ahead in moon probes, planet exploration and possibly a year out
in front in manned space flight.
A virtual tie exists in the field
of earth satellites and sub orbits.
While the U.S. has gathered information on radiation, sun spots,
and magnetism, the Soviets have
obtained photos of the "unseen"
side of the Moon, planted a Red
flag marker ON the moon via
Lunik II, and shot a rocket at
Venus. The Russians sent up a
dog; the U.S.. a chimpanzee.
’MAN IN SPACE’
Brig. Gen. Don D. Flickinger.
Air Force director of life sciences,
stated on Feb. 26 that the Soviets
have made several unsuccessful
attempts to put a man in space
and may have "killed" a number
astronauts in the process.
It has been estimated that the
Russians will probably be first in
space. because of their greater
rocket power and ability to send
up heavier loads. The U.S. platys
to send up an astronaut sometime
before May 30.
Summing up, the United States
leads in virtually everything but
ICBM’s, standard model subnutrines and numpower. A "missile
gap" apparently does exist. but tit
our advantage.
MISSILE STANDOFF
17.S Intelligence has concluded
that the U.S. and the Soviet Union are presently at a standoff in
missile strength. However, with a
head start in production, Russia
is expected to take a lead in corn- ’
ing months.
It is further estimated that IJ,
1965, the "missile gap" will hm,
closed. By that time. both 111/SSI.,
and the U.S. will have as big a
stockpile as each thinks necessary
of an
Problems
Tomorrow:
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24 S. SECOND ST

Free Parking
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foll day Cite T. Jr of Oahu ’
trl tantalus: a .
ihe City and

Expert on Finding
Unused Awards
To Visit Bay Area
A man f Ilan New York I
who has helped some 6000 st udeim,
gaits almost SI million worth of
scholarships, aids. and grants, will
he visiting the Bay area nest
month under the invitation of Alameda state college.
Richard Plant. leader of Scholarship Service and Fund of New
York City, has, since 1949, aided
over 6000 students in discovering
:(inknown" or "hidden" scholarships.
An expert in the field of uncovering these otherwise unused
scholarships. Platil has estimated
about $55 MI WON is mailable to
beginning college students. b u t
some $5 million go untouched
rr ly year.

"WORK OF ART"

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our

Speeialls

Discount

15%
with Sts,

’

One bay certice
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
FIRST STREET
EXAMPLE OF U.S. LEAD in missile race with the Soviet Union
are these members of the 124 missile force. Statistics prove that
the popular opinion stating that Russia leads in this field is a
misconception.

First Oral Interp Professors’ Works
Currently Displayed
StudioHourSlated "IIr /r/Is
Irt1111li,i10
professor’
science
SJS
social
For Tomorrow
make up the most recent exhitn:
.1 he first oral interpretation J in the new social science
Studio Hour’ of the semester is
scheduled tomorrow, 3:30 p.m. in:
the Studio Theater. said Mrs. Noreen L. Mitchell. assistant prolessor of speech.

case."

stated

Dr.

Fauneil

RENALL DRUCS
:t5

Til FIRsT

Si.

1T

qive

STRIA

TO 11;001,11 oR1

Free Delis erv

Plume CY 2-8081

Rini:

chairman of display case com
mittee.
Purpose of the display case 1.
to present material related to II:.
The program, open to the pub- social science department, shJ
lie, will be presented by students said.
in oral interpretation classes of
Dr.
Dr.
Dorothy liadley and
Court ney Brooks, associate professors of speech.
Performers will include Jerry
De Dono, Stewart Park, Judith L.
I
McCarter, and Janet R. Lanfoi.

ii greet’ ctamp4

Bank ol Ainri tea t.hargc

I ii ’I \ at I. I:barge

EXCLUSIVE FISII
SAN FRANCISCO 1UP11 The,
Park
brilliantly colored South
golden trout (salmo agna-bonita
the official fish of California, is
one of several species of beautiful
golden trout native only to the
I pper waters pit the Kern river
tributaries in the filch Sierra.

SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
ive
ly paying _
are 9
premiums for the degree of risk
Campinvolved," says George M.
bell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that married mon
with family responsibilities is
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000. Property Drnge
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared AO even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent,
Cull or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REelent 91741 fday & nits).

with wash and shampoo

at Campus Beauty Salon
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily

E.

The siboi.Jrship program is supported by the Optometry Alumni
association of the University of
California. Awards are given in
recognition and encouragement to
students who show professional
promise in the field of optometry.
Mr. Ryan said.

ART CLEANERS

LADIES: Don’t miss out on a .

275A

%11.1

s*Vire*eeolVierrlionieet./.0..","*...%,...*ArVielree

nerc $1 60
ALLI TOURS OF HAWAII
9As, fle.keley 4 Calif

.grstty of Cantor.,
Ilerkeley is now taking applications for students interested in
professional training in optometry.
A opt kat t ions must be submitted by
:51a y 1," announced tiontild R.
Ryan. assistant to the (lean of
IltlfItIlti.

U.S. MISSILES READY

FREE
HAIRCUT
key
.arnb

APART

Ve’ednesday. April 3. 1961

San Fernando (between 6th & 7th Sty.
across from the Adm. Bldg.)
CY 3- I 186

Is your future up in the air?
As tbe count _____ feat il iris Needs of our nation
la (oat(’ steadily greater and more complex.
tIi e ii.11 Telephone System is (Indio __ i __ g its
pioneer %%tat. in microwave hy "taking to the
air- more and more to get the word across.
To Illis ennui, \Vesterti Electric -the mannfactoring arm cif the
stem - has the
monumental task of 1)10(111611g a large part of
microwase
transmission equipment that
the
knits (air count r
ogether hy shrinking thouol
miles
into
sands
nwre seconds.
Iii spite ot its great technological stride’s,
of
radio
mime(’
the
relay is a rapitlIvibanging
one. And new break-thrinighs am! adt :owes
are common occurrences...1 ease in pan!
Bell System -Ill- Nlicionr,c
1;e1,1k
This newest decelopmem lir lorry_ 110.11111
tranSiiiiSSTI
kk III r -Si 14111.11k III phi’
the present Il/CkIiilgt.-C.111% iumu i atidlitk id existing long -haul radio relay
lull.
scale system of fi working and 2 piotet non
channels can handle I I.000 telepinale messages at the same time.
To make mierowase work takes a host of
.peeial equipment and components: relay
towers, antennae, waveguides, traveling ss avetubes, transistors. etc. But just as important,

it takes top -caliber proplr Ii’
our horizons into such exciting .11
co _______ lineation Isy satellites;
And inierowase is mils part of ll’estelii
Electric’s opportunity stoes. \Vi has - right
now- hundreds iii challenging II uI rewarding
positions in virtually all areas
as well as in development and Wilding ot
ileielise communications and missile guidance
ss stems for the C;overnment,
Sm. iisoar ftittire is -op in the air,- yon owe
if tit soli! ’awe’ to we -what’s tip- for slat at
55 iii,
Elm It It
Opportunities emit, for electrical. mechanical, inch.
trial, civil end chemical engineers, as well as physteol
,CIPMCV, liberal arts, and business majors For more
informatioe. get your copy of "Western Electric and
Your Corn.,’ from your Piecemeal Offlcr Or wine
Colleg Relations. Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway. New York 7, N Y And be sure
to arrange for a Western Electric interview when the
Bell Systns _____ ding team visits your campus.

We!;terti Electric
.r.C. 40 SVITIV

ante 01 IMO cia IV OM

ayo ill yr atm,’ it I galloon, r,11
erineinal manufacturing locations at
,11,In .11, Inn Allentown And IsurelriAlr. Pa
WinstoniSaiem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover Miss ; Ornma, Nett, Kansas city Mn . Columbus. Ohio, Oklahoma City Okla.
fnvineerme Research Center, Princeton N. I. Teletvtic Coruor ilion, Skokie Ill and Little Rork Ark. Also Western Electric distr,
but..)n renters tel 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities General headquarters 195 lirrhedwey New York 7. 5. Y.

p.m?
SJS Sophomore

’BOMBING BENNY’
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SJS Glovers Win Honors
coached the
,
pair of his prize pupils, Dave Nelson and Stu Bartell.
Brown missed the trip to Keatello on a technicality desiguea
tor the protection of the amateur
boxer, who cannot fight within
city.
two weeks after a knockout
Ron Nichols and Pete "Benny":
Benavidez won championships and
Charlie Brown reached the semiCOURTESY DISCOUNTS
finals before bowing out.
Nichols. winer in the 125 -pound
TO STUDENTS
bracket, will compete in the naOpen Mon. & Thurs. Niqh+:
tional championships at Pocatello.
Idaho, tomorrow and Friday
Ill 9 p.m.
nights. The former NCAA charm
ELECTRONIC
PARTS
pion earned the trip to Pocatello
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
by decisioning Alfredo Pena, Hamilton Air Force Base, in his final
San Francisco bout.
Benavidez, putting on an iron
man stunt, beat two opponent,
in one night to take novice division 147 -pound laurels. Benny deWholesale Distributors
cisioned Joe Demers and came
back quickly to knock out Richard
CY 8-1212
Dotson in two rounds for the
crown.
1425 W. Son Carlos
Brown, despite a fine first round
perhaps because of itwas KO’d
by Ralph McCoy, Hamilton AF13
in the second session. Brown hail
taken the first round with a fun.
’its attack that may have expended
too much energy.
Julie Menendez. former Spartan
and Olympic boxing mentot
The sport may be dead officially
San Jose State. but three Spartan boxers carried on the school’s
prestige by performing brilliantly
in the recent San Francisco Golden Gloves tournament in the buy

Lotz Takes Far-West Tournament
As Spartan Golfers Finish Sixth

tit

the
tiowr
team trophy and they did it with
.2a2
relative ease. Fresno. Stanford
John
and USC were all expected to
S., win the 15th annual Far West
eta gulf tournament at Pasatihave strong teams, and the Bulldogs lived up to expectations.
empo golf course in Santa Cruz
.Aer the spring vacation.
Coach McPherson was very
pleased with this year’s tourna
1.caz had to withstand a final
ment.
round challenge by San Diego
"Because all of the hest teams
State’s Chuck Courtney. but when
the stores were in the No. 1
on the coast were entered. we had
a chance to see how we would
slartan golfer led the field.
perform against stiff competition."
All of the top golf teams on
he said. "The entries of L’SC and
the west coast were represented
UCLA- -both strong teams-- furin the tourney. and even the Unither helped to determine our relaversity of Colorado and the Air
tive strength."
Force Academy provided en I ies.
McPherson says it is unlikely
I that Lotz will lose any matches
this season. He played near per-,
::ct golf in the third round of the:
:urney with a three-under-par 68.
Ile made only one bad shot in
rue whole round.
In comparing Lotz to former I
Spartan ace Ken Venturi, MePherson says that Lotz now is hitting
..1:. to the plate the hall as good as Venturi was at
Irons an almost winless pre-league The big centerfielder’s first innin. rue same stage of development.
season to take a double win from triple in the second game was Th..
the University of Pacific last night. blow that began the Tiger onTWO DOWN, NONE TO GOthinks Pete "Benny" Benavidez
MAJOR LEAGUE
and become the WCA.A’s number slaught.
as he tucks a short right cross under the chin of Richard Dotson
one team.
FOP ACE TOUGH
in the San Francisco Golden Gloves finals. Public relations major
A Rare Combination:
Dave Turnbull. who holds the
Benavidez abandoned the gift of gab for the right hand and
COP righthander Bob Marmot:
Expert Haircutting
the
of
winning
tour
distinction of
won the I47 -pound novice title. Benavidez was accompanied
almost matched Turnbull in Or,
at o reasonable price.
Spartan’s five victories, came on opening contest, yet went on to *
in the championship class by Spartan Ron Nichols. Another
in the second game of the double
Spartan, Charlie Brown, suffered defeat in the semi-finals.
in a disastrous, error filled
you get both of the .
header to shutout the Tigers. set- sixth inning,
/
sing them down with two lune
Marconi set down the first 11
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
CAMPUS
singles. It was the second time the men to face him and allowed but
(/._*larb«rtt
By FRANK CRACOLICE
sred UOP one basehit until the final San
Spa -------------------BARBER
Real CLEAN Wash
Doublemint may indeed double r
206 So. First St.
in league competition.
Jose frame. He also struck out his pleasure. fun and bank ac42 So. F rs
Seri Jos.,
SHOP
"BEST
WASH"
San Jose C,
The Turnbull shutout turned seven and had a perfect day t
CY 7.4257
count, but another P. K. Wrigley
a
irs I E Empire
Open 24 Vim,
CY 4.52O.,
into a route in later innings as bat- three hits in three tries.
Formerly Mann’s
396 S. 5th
possession, Chicago’s Cubs, may
SJS hitters ,: , to UOP starter.
Marcuni’s undoing came unex- have him watching the aspirin
have Stafford ,:, .Aery frame but pectedly in the sixth while Pacific commercials with scrutiny before
ibathing pop, iw San Jose’,
the seconil,
was coasting along with seemingly the 1961 pennant race is over.
tion is undoubtedly happy about
had
Until
that
time
healthy.
3-1
Wrigley has his troubles, but the sudden arrival of the warm
ist 1.1. HIV.:
Tt
1:GP’s only blemish was an un- he is the possessor of two baseball weather but there are about 71
Turn11,- . ’
frames
earlier.
5,15
two
earned
ron
rarities:
member’s of the student body v,lio
in the toorth l. . i..ig with the
WINNING RALLY
11 Wrigley Field, the only major would just as soon see the merSJS lead
bases full to ho- t
cury drop a few notches.
But in the fatal sixth the Ti- league ballpark without lights.
to 4-0, and then initiated a sixth
Spring practice has begun for
21 Ernie Banks, the lithe, talger’s mastery ended. With one
inning two run rally which put
’dead Jim Pusateri looped a high ented, home run hitting shortstop SJS footballers and, after two
San Jose ahead by the 9-0 game
days, some gridders are already
. pop into shallow rightfield which that is peerless at his position
concluding score.
evaded the defense and netted no mater what kind of year Dick beginning to dislike the off-season
The Spartans’ leading hitter
Groat has.
grind.
Pusateri two bases.
John Jurivich continued his conCoach Bob Tochenal sent his
On the first subject. Wrigley’s
Jurivich and Bob Pimentel put
quest of West Coast pitching in
a pair of singles and the philosophy is simply that night line corps through limited contact
the iwinhill collecting together
h ends
score was cut to a one run dif- baseball is a career shortener drills on opening clay and the
to the ballplayer: that baseball conditioning process will continue
ference.
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
1
A lazy fly to right by Larry %%SS designed tO be played under I hrough the warmth of spring.
SPECIALTY
The San Jose mentor is hoping
rognolini looked like nothing more the sun. He is philanthropic in
Power:glide
Hydramafic
Spar tan
than another out, but Jurivich fat - his attitude that profits earned ; to improve on the 1960
Special Student Rates
5-4. Returning for 5.15
:41 the tag and drew a wild throw from night ball are ill-gotten mark of
will be Johnny "Touchdown"
A & M Auto Repair which gave San Jose the tying gains,
locals’ scoring whiz.
CV 5.4247
St
S,On the second subject. Wrigley’: Johnson. the
Pimentel moved to third.
and Jim Carlile who gained honTomorrow San Jose continues smile at the mention of Banks.,
orable mention All -Coast last sea 4 1
i
-agile play with a 2 p.m. Munici- name tells more than a million
Ison. Leterman Chon Gallegos has
I stadium meeting with Pepper- words could say.
track on the quarter.
The only other distinguishing, the inside
ne.
first stringer Mike
feature of the Cubs is that as a I back job, with
having finished his collegimajor league ball club, they are Jones
ate career.
poorer than most,
Also missing in 1961 will be
In the Chicago infield besides
The Spa:
Banks. dubbed "Mr. Franchise" by’ sturdy Dick Erler.
Special Student Rates
uffered its second settraca in nine Windy City writers-- Ed Bouchee
starts, yesterday, when California (113), Ron Santo 13B1, Jerry Kinwhitewashed the locals, 9-0, at the dall 213i and Don Zimmer 1213.
,,, open
The S’..
-,:partan courts.
3131 ate the most accomplished
until 3
:,..
Suourdav,
the
pinned
netters
The Bear
performers. Santo, a rangy 21 l,f "It1 I?"5TF(!
p.m.. providing creed recreation
first singles losses of 1960 on year-old sophomore, is tabbed a
15
for SJS students. assistant intraYour peace of mind is easily worth the low cost of
Tordie Stroud and Larry Willens good bet for stardom. Sam Drake,
mural director Don Hogan has anour brake service! Here’s what we do:
,f SJS. Mike Farrell of Cal beat a switch -hitting gazelle who hit
dUtoemeeysilf
nounced. Pool facilities, basket stroucl, 6-4, 6-2. in the no. -2 match .318 at San Antonio last year, is
brill volleyball. badminton and
BUSINESS MACHINES
:nd Art Mono defeated Willens another infield prospect.
Remove front wheels, inspect brake drums
AN0 OFFICE EQUIPNIANT
The Cub outfield is a mixture of
7-2. 2-6, 6-4 in the fourth match.
and linings
Third & San Fentando
c:tate meets USF in San Francisco veterans long past their peak and eJ11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t
youngsters far from theirs. Richie
Clean, inspect, repack front wheel bearings
Friday.
Ashburn, no longer the blazing
Inspect grease seals
speedster that Philadelphia fans
ft=
cheered, will fight for his center
Inspect wheel cylinders for leaks
field post with Al Heist, a sophoCheck
and add brake fluid if needed
more. Dan Murphy, 19-year-old
phenom who signed for $135,000
Make a thorough final brake test.
is getting plenty of attention front
Chicago’s eight - man coachinu E
\
crew. Other candidates includ"
F- Delightful dining
Bob Will, George Altman and Billy
E assured everytime
Williams.
= come in
Sam Taylor, Moe Thacker and
Cum’ Harragan will vie for the
starting catching berth. If Barragan can duplicate his .318 year
ist Sacramento, he’ll win the job.
The pitching staff will be built
=
25c
1st
hour
g:
FERNANDO
SAN
E
64
E.
rightaround six hard -throwing
5.:
==.handers: Glen Bobbie, Bob AnCY 3-9918
"f
45c
up
-to
3
=
day
hrs.
All
75c
Don
derson, Joe Schaffernoth,
E
BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER
r.
Cardwell, Dick Drott anti Don El$10.00 per month
=-*
ston. Southpaw support will corns,
from Dick Ellsvvorth, Jim Brewer
Tumunnunnunnunnunnunnumounmununnnunnunnumninunnunnung
"" .
CHOOSE THE FINEST
and Jim Curtis.
=
HOMEMADE BREAD
All in all, it looks like too many
HOT APPLE PIE
E.
chiefs and too few Indians--nine
coaches and Ernie Banks.
t

is. -1.1

v

:.,11.1.::

!NC

man to beat on the west coast.
Spartan coach Walt McPherson
spoke very highly of his top
player.
"Lot, was the class of the field
at Pasatiempu," MePherson said,
-He played very fine golf."
The win was the second in the
past month for Loti in tournament play. Just three weeks ago
he convincingly won the Alameda
Commuters tournament with a
sizzling fourth and final round.
In spite of [Jaz’ fine individual
perfotmance the Spartans as a
team finished in sixth place. Freeiher :ire Gary
r:-

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

Baseballers Win Two;
Lead WCAC League

Greet the"
Summer
with
Fashions.-,
from

Pii2§ 6@

No. 1The Cubs

Football Aspirants
ureeted by Heat,
71 Turn Out Early

Faulty brakes lead to
TROUBLE!

Play it
safe
and
have
yours
checked
at
YAGER &
SILVA!
111111111.11111.. . . 111.1.1,11.1,. . .111111111.1.11111.1.1111,.
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Cal Blanks Netters

3 mos. sig

Recreation

PROCTOR’S kr,--geth7(j,

Tie galley!

II

PARKING

SRtautdeeslit

i

g.

eirloomSterliq

WHEN IT COPIES TO

STERLING

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS

Akir

11311 DO Slil AT ..

Op,

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

’NI 9 p.m.

Completely equipped +a fill all
your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

Mon. & Theo

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, downtown . . ,
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
hr.
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25 Years
Serving
Stele Students

20 Steps
from the
Campus

24t7 Sievens Creek Rd.
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Willie M. at Shortstop?
’Could Be,’ Says Alvin

TIME AND MOTION STUDY
1

’4W 1.141

441-1:V"."

Wednesday. April
t tirtiO

Alvin Dark wants to win a enough to consider moving Willie
iennant. He wants to win badly "The Wonder" Mays from center
field to shortstop.
So says the latest news from
the San Francisco Giants’ practice plant in Phoenix.
Dark, while he probably won’t
make the move, has shown his
originality of thought by mere
mention of it. He knows that
shortstop is a problem spot for
1414.411412111/’~a"121.1111111111
the Giants. He knows further that
center field is well taken care of
with Willie camping there. He’s
REALLY ROLLIN’Occidental coach Chuck
look at this picture. The Jamaican star is a
simply the best in the business.
Coker will not be able to dig up any evidence
picture of form and relaxation as he outlegs
Why consider the move, then?
of
a
rolling
start
by San Jose State’s Denny
Doug Smith of Oxy and Willie Williams of
Because some thinkDark being
Johnson
but
if
the irate Tiger track boss would
SJS in the 100 at Stanford, Saturday.
among themthat the Giant delike
some
evidence of rolling, he need only
fense might be more formidable
Tribe, Okla. Next
with a realignment of troops.
Harvey Kuenn, for instance,
plays better defensive baseball as
an outfielder than he does as an infielder, where his aggressiveness
fails to compensate for a certain
lack of finesse.
Perhaps Felipe Alou can replace
Mays in center mole effectively
Ti,. picturesque young man
than Jimmy Davenport or Eddie
wants to go places in life ... but
Bressoud can handle the short.
not for an hour or so. Right now
he’s relaxingreally relaxing
patch.
TODD PHIPERS
Luckily, JOIIIIS011
has an remaining, SJS held a one point
in the appropriate shoes for
Well, anyway Dark’s thinking.
While a good percentage of the identical clocking being submitted edge.
Cloud 9. They’re Goofers by
That’s
what
he’s
paid
to
,soft
do.
as
the
Autumn
Tex Tan..
First man Ramos gave the loSJS population toddled through for recognition.
mist of the Keats poem. IntriPole vaulter Chase, whose cats a small lead but a poor pass
the sand, the varsity track team
guing questions cross the young
14-6 effort against California put Stanford in front with Bruce
Your College Shopping maintained its busy schedule with was
a personal best, continued McCullough and Dixon Farmer of
two
meets
during
Easter vacation. to improve his record. The
Oxy battling for second. DependGuide at a Glance
Two Saturdays ago, the Spar- (6-41 vaulter dug his pole Into ing on which story you listen to.
tans made their annual trek to the Palo Alto ground and sailed Farmer did or did not cut !VicCullough off but Bruce collided
Edwards field, Berkeley. Califor- over the liar at 14-8.
TELEVISION
San Jose, however, lost their with the low-speed Stanford runnia’s Bears, in their first appearGuarantee Service
ance of the season, made a strong dual meet with the Tigers from ner. Not even a 46 flat anchor
JOE’S TELEVISION
but inadequate showing in losing L.A. by virtue of a mix-up in the lap by Willie Williams could erase
mile relay. With on N Iv’ rel.t, tI,,,. .;,:,
man’s mind. Like will next
99 N. 10th St.
to their SJS visitors, 76-54.
CY 7-3541
year’s license plates match his
San Jose is sponsoring a new
sports car...and which briar
trend for track followers. The unpipe would be most impressive
on tomorrow night’s date?
usual circumstance is that cinder
Amazing how you sit and muse
fans are turning their attention
...in those easy Goofer shoes.
WE GIVE
toward the pole vault pit. Jeff
$7.5
OPEN DAILY
S I Ft GREEN
Chase, Dick Gear and Dick Kim9 a.m.- 10 p.m.
STAMPS
mell all pushed over the 14-6 mark
to entertain the Berkeley crowd.
Sun. 10 am.-? p.m.
P.G.E Water Bills
The rain poured down the
night before the meet, threaten601 No. 4th. CY 5-7864
Postal Ste. r 10
PRESCRIPTIONS
First in
ing cancellation of the contest,
but the soggy track did not ef0 formal wear
feet the performance of San
THE SHOE
since 1906
$1.50 IVY
BUTCH CREW
FLATTOP
$1.50
OF OFF
TO
Jose State’s answer to the jet
IN BY
age, Dennis Johnson.
"D.J." paced teammate Willie
BARBER SHOP
Williams to the tape in the 100
THE
’11$
Odri!rip MI Pt 15?V 11A81,4211.
with a :09.5 mark and led an SJS
OPENTUES.-SAT., 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
487 S. 4TH ST
sweep of the 220 with a time of
:21.5.
Williams
again
placed
secIN SAN JOSE
ond and Don Ramos edged Ron
75 So. 2nd St.
Suggs of UC for third.
CY 4-2322
Ooon Thursd.Y
810 o
Ramos was another man to enVALLEY FAIR
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
ter the record books with his
28:ii Stevens Creek Blvd.
standard tying time of 47.9 in the
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE
440. The Spartan sophomore withSAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN JOSE
stood the challenge of lanky Bob
Karlsrud to nip the lanky Bear
by 0.1 second.
Other performances of note
were registered by Harry EdWe’ve Got Bowls for Every Head!
wards, Ron Davis and Tom Harrison of the locals. Edwards won
318 S. TENTH STREET
bis first event as a Spartan by
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL
Hipping the discus to a meet recere
,rd of 164-21. The throw surpassed Tom Daniels’ mark of

SJS Trackmen Beat Bears
Follow with Triangular Win

Gofers

4th ST. PHARMACY

FORMAL
WEAR
OGILOK.

SALES

D

Chuck Coker. the Occidental
track boss who is quickly establishing for himself the reputation
of a poor winner. had better take
a look at the evidence before he
continues his one man muckraking crusade.

Nle( iiimm.:11 in a sit
toi 11 vie
duel in the backstretch.
Or perhaps, Mr. Coker. you
should take a lone look at your
own Steve Haas and Willie Wil
llama in the 220 finish. The decision (which went to the Oxy sophl
KNTV’s camerman provided the could have gone either way.
But coach Winter isn’t comevidence and all the jurors Bud
Winter could round up agreed plaining. Why you? .’iT
with the Spartan coach that Dennis Johnson’s start in the 101,
INTERNAL REVENUE
yard dash, Saturday, was quite
legal.
SERVICE EXPANDS
Coker’s own entry, Doug Smith
was a good three yards behine
Johnson after 100 yards and even
the quick tempered Oxy coach
must agree that Smith couldn’,
hive lost that much at the star,
Unless, of course, his coaching ha oeen that bad.
If the Tiger mentor wishes I,
become a track investigator, he
should forget the 100, where the
facts are clear, and focus his attention on the relay. It is certaini
not out of the question that Dix’’,
Farmer cut off San Jose’s Brim,

Fill that empty spot with a bit
of Mexico at ...

THE
SPANISH KITCHEN
39 E. San Antonio
CY 5-9823

Featuring:
Combination Dinner
$1.00
steaks and chops,
tamales, tacos,
tostados

Never in the history of our
nation have conditions for professional development and promotion with the Internal Revenue Service been more optimistic. Always a key agency,
the responsibilities of the Set.;
vice are of even greater magnitude now in the face of Presi’lent Kennedy’s new Federal,
programs.
Appointments with the Federal Career Service in San Fran-,
cisco and other Northern Cali (walla areas are now waiting forl
eollege graduates in the liberal
irts. You may enter a training
program this summer. If you enjoy dealing with people. completing your own assignments.
and spending your working
hours outside the office. the
challenging position of the Revenue Officer may be the answer
to your career problems. Or you
may choose to enter the training program of the Special
Agent. The Special Agent is
the highly skilled investigator
who digs out the facts in tax
fraud cases and other related
criminal violations. Positions
for accountants are also available.
To learn more about these
positions, the opportunities for
advancement, and the numerous
fringe benefits contact your
Placement Office or the Civil
Service Man in the Post Office.
Ask about I.R.S. and the Federal Service Entrance Examination- deadline for applying iv
April 27.

WRNS

Lucky Strike presents the contest

Flattops

Ivy League

"It runs!"

Jen and 41::5
BARBER SHOP

IV

Phone CY 3-9955

Save Money!
Guaranteed Recaps
at 55% off
New Tire Prices!
F^’

DUNLOP
TIRES
helped John Cobb set the
d.
world’s land-speed
learned in building the world’s
fastest fires for the world’s fastest
Dunlop build passenger car
help
cars
tires that offer you

AS

LOW AS

12.95
rinri

your old to

Greater Safety
Longer Mileage
Superior Comfort
Change to Dunlop Now at

Davis ran the fastest mile
of his life with a winning time
of 4:17.5. Teammate Charlie
(’lark aided the ss in by fending
riff Californians Woodie Covington and Gordon Whitehead in a
tight duel in the homestretch.
Saturday at Palo Alto, 5.15 ran
into its toughest competition of
1961 in a trangular affair with
host Stanford and powerful Oc..idental. The Spartans won the
riangular meet with 63 points to
( )xy’s 59-1/3 and the Indians’
19-2/3.
The omnipresent Mr. Johnson
again stole the show when he
equaled the world record in the
century for the second time this
year by posting a :09.3. Unfortunately, Payton Jordon, the Stanford mentor whose meets are a
beauty to watch, forgot about a
wind

JUST ARRIVED
LARGE COLLECTION OF
COLOR and BLACK it WHITE
REPRODUCTIONS
By

KEANE

AND

MANY OTlif PS

COMPLETE STOCK OF
FRAMES
AND
ART SUPPLIES
COME IN AND BROWSE

Park ,:f
galler9
and FRAME SHOP
312 SANTA CLARA
CY I i191

lana

o end all contests!

WIN TIRE
FRPODMMILE.

Crewcuts

Dr. Frood presented the automobile industry with this magnificent
pre -compact. Hurt and disillusioned because the auto industry
preferred to develop their own compact, FROOD NOW OFFERS HIS
CAR TO SOME LUCKY COLLEGE STUDENT! This is a brand-new, gas -driven, REAL CAR. It features
four (4) wheels, genuine foot -power brakes, "fresh -air conditioning,- and actual left -right
steering mechanism! The economical 7.9 horsepower engine saves you hundreds of dollars
in hay and oats! Goes 32 miles per hour, gets up to 65 miles per gallon. The Froodmobile can be
licensed in every state except New Jersey. (New Jersey hates Frood.) WIN this beautiful
car (with "FROODMOBILE" mounted in brass on the cowl!). Actual value over $1,000.
TO ENTER THE LUCKY STRIKE FROODMOBILE
CONTEST, simply finish this sentence in 25 words or less:
1:1.4admobile because . .
"I aced 1
Entries will be judged on the basis of humor, originality and style (preferably Froodian). If. in the
opinion of our judges, your answer is best, the makers of Lucky Strike will deliver to you, on campus,
the Froodmobile. A carton of Luckies will be given to the first 100 runners-up. Along with your entry
send your name, return address, college or university, and class. Entries must be postmarked no
later than April 15, 1961. All entries become the property of The American Tobacco Company. Send
your entry (or entries) to LUCKY STRIKE. P. 0. BOX 17A, NEW YORK 10, NEW YORK.

LUCKY
STRIKE

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
A. T.(

.
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Films Prove Oxy Coach
Wrong in Accusations

SPARTAN

RENTALS

SP %RI

rieduct of cl;te. ,n4terican <,:ic7eCteco 67,042.
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Biology Students in Mexico Troubled
By Sandstorm, Illness, Backward Boat
By Ass I I II I les
I.:aster Sund.iv mean, return to
the United States for 45 students
studying seashore life in Mexico
last week during spring vacation.
They struggled back burdened
with shell collections, pet horned
toads, Mexicali souverais, sunburns and Sand
The two-unit class, Under
direction of Dr. Hoed G. Pis.,
associate prolesSOr ot biol..
camped on a beach 100 miles Ia.low the border. Students cooked
their own meals on camp stoves
and studied stretched on towels
on the sand.
Trouble dogged the excursion.
Dr. Pisano caught a cold, his wife
got flu and his son gut an infected
ear; the motorboat hauled all the
way from San Jose refused to
move in any gear but reverse; a
sancistorrn curtailed iwtivities for
one full evening; and the scheduled radio operator became sick
in the United States.

SJS STUDENTS JOIN PEACE WALK

Delta Upsilon
Confab Will
Convene Here

1:44,41

two years in Israel before he came
to the United States,
Valuable specimens from the
desert were brought in by Harry,
Swenson, who among other things,
claims he can "tell male fawn fe-1
male shrimp lust by lookine at I
them."
---

On Thursday students stumbled
Improvements on th, ],
from their sleeping bags at 2 a.m.
system and problems
of the indi.
for a freezing pre-dawn ride in
virtual chapters will be
pickup trucks over dirt roads to
discumed
in the Delta Upsilon
a beach further south. Sleepy
prnvinclal
though they were, Clyde Spencer,
conference this weekend.
Joe Not ton, Jack Norton. Don
The confeterice includes
Miller. and Bill Houwer hauled
Bets from the University chap.
of arr.
9
along wet suits and spear guns.
&ilia, University L.1 California
2
As Miller put it however, "The
demonstration is part of the "Witness for
Berkeley and Liras
URGING DISARMAMENT, more than 200
i,lnie
1,11 were smaller Man the head of
Pacific. The marital conference
Peace" program. Several SJS students particimarchers staged a four -day peace walk from
is
my spear."
supported by the national
pated in the walk. The marchers spent their
Sunnyvale to San Francisco last week, climaxed
Mrs. Helen Smith, who accomUpsilon fraternity office in Delta
first night at Mountain View where picture was
by a rally in Union Square. Sponsored by the
New
panied the group as nurse, reportYork.
the
made.
committee,
Friends
American
Service
1..1. one SJS cUrt’.
it work- ed only minor casualties aside
The conference begins this
Frier it was a gloomy Easter season. from Dr. Pisano’s family - cuts,
day at 5 p.m., headed by DU
past
Dan Dwyer, 25, 560 Jackson St.,’ scrapes, headaches and sore
president Ted Wallace. A banquet
Santa Clara, was one of three throats. The sore throats were
with local SJS alumni rmesident
The lecture series is part of the and D.U.
Dr. Riehard G. Tansey, profesmen who survived a two-story fall due mainly to the change In
Ed Mosher speaking is
proadult
education
school
high
from a scaffolding March 25 on weather, she slated.
sor of art history, critic arid lecscheduled. A discussiiiii r.roup
Sat.
gram. There is a 50 cent registra- Uf day and an
the six-story library addition.
Although this class is titled
everting dance are
turer, will present the second of tion fee.
tie was admitted to San Jose "Seashore Life," they made sevalso slated. All events will be
all
"Art
leetures
six
illustrated
at
Tonight’s topic will be the "Ital- Iii,’ D.U.
hospital for treatment of a right eral excursions into the deserts
!muse.
Style EINWII,
ian Renaissance."
arm compound fracture.
to look for animals and insects.
Temkin ing I he cotiferenee Sen.
Alpha Phi Omega, a national
Arthur Blackstone, 40, of 150 The most fruitful hunting ground service fraternity, attended the (ion" tonight ;it 7:30 in the Los
Next lecture will be on "North- day
lay will be
brunch and a stun.
Ciro St., was treated for minor was the city dump.
ern European Renaissance."
of the iliseiissions.
Pacific Coast Area conference in Gatos high school auditinium.
injuries at the hospital, while the
In spite of the inconveniences,
third man, Ted Becknal, 37, 2314 most students agreed that they Salt Lake City, Utah, last weekend.
Augusta Place, was not injured. enjoyed the trip.
REPLACEMENTS
The chapter took their new
The accident occurred when a
Joan Geniis, a member of the
pledges to the sectional conference.
seashore life class for the fifth scaffold, on which they were rigThe group joined in various workyear, took over teaching for one ging a guide rail, suddenly twiste,i
shop discussion groups on memday while Dr. Pisano remained in and spilled the men at Fourth and
his tent. Sal Rositano did double San Fernando sts.
bership, proselyting, rushing and
duty as a student and also as
pledging, expanding to other uniradioman for the absent operator.
Students wishing interviews versities and life membership; the
Another hero was Abby Seta!,
during "Careers in Insurance Day" four -fold service program of APO;
who showed the men students ft.
.\ pril 19-20 should sign up in the programming techniques and labto use the long fishnets which 1,
Placement office, Adm234, Donald oratory; programs and fellowship
Pisano had packed down the!,
Dozier, business and industrial events and finance with discussion
Working in the waves wh,..
washed on the beach, Sean,
placement supervisor announced. and exchange of ideas in the last
brought in squid, crabs, and a h.i.:
Eighth annual convention of the
Inter views will be made by ap- workshop where everyone particidozen species of small fish. Si- Society
of Technical Writers and
proximately 20 insurance com- pated.
tareh had been a fisherman Ow
IN
Publishers will be held April 13
and 14 at the Mark Hopkins hotel. panies during the two day affair.
More than 100 persons from
Discussion by companies will inGeorge H. Estill, general chairchapters in California, Montana,
man of the event, encourages in- clude: underwriting, home office
Colorado, Arizona, Ilawaii and
representation,
field
management.
’,rested SJS students to attend
Utah attended the conference.
"We are very much interested in claims adjustment and sales.
participation by students of technical publications- a vital glowing facet of our nation’s efforts
A near tragic auto crash was in research and development."
averted early Easter Sunday when
Estill said the convention is exa passing motorist pulled two SJS pected to be of special intere,
coeds from their burning car after to students and teachers of jouiWILL WIN THIS FABULOUS
WILL WIN THIS FABULOUS
it had slammed into a Skyline nalism, English. engineering, sciScholarships to summer sessions
Three $600 scholarships are
blvd. embankment near Burlin- ence, commercial art and educa- at the Maunaolu Institute of Fine available for students willing to
tion.
game.
Arts are available to outstanding act as assistants to teachers in
Dent H. Hand of Menlo Park
Profesor Harold G. Cassidy. students and to students willing the fields of biology, English and
pulled the dazed coeds from the widely known for his work in to work part time, Mrs. Elizabeth photography.
car.
chemistry, will be the keynote Stewart, summer sessions director,
Mrs. Stewart requested that all
Carol Joy Amable, 1217 Lane speaker. An author of five books has announced.
interested students come see her
et.. Belmont, driver of the car, and more than 70 articles, Cassidy
Anonymous donations from Ha- in the writing clinic, TH30. The
and Suzanne F. Miller, 257 N. will discuss "The Technical Writ- waiian residents have made posonly requirement she listed was
Craigmont ave.. San Jose, both er’s Scientific and Moral Respon- sible four $400 scholarships for
faculty recommendation.
juniors, were involved in the ac- sibilities in Communicating With outstanding student s. Creative
Approximately 35 students have
cident.
the Layman."
writing students would be espe- signed up to attend the summer
Miss Amable was treated for a
In the field of technical infor- cially encouragc.I to try, Mrs.
sessions at Maunaolu. This Dist
cut scalp. Miss Millet was unin- mation, communication and pub- Stewart said.
private college in Hawaii offers
jured.
lications more than 40 speakeis
"intercultural learning" to the stuAccording to the California and panelists will be heard from
dents attending its classes and
Highway Patrol, Miss Amable ap- industry, government, educat
are specially geared to leisurely
The rules for liar,’:;, ii’’ follow the
Here’s all you In. Hate every member of
parently fell asleep while driving. research institutions and the pit’s-.
patient
1.ir .41111111ti., lIe’ Nutertiits t!..
the sorority save tlte empty packages of
island living.
Nill’eS1
the
1111/SI
P11-110
’a L.
ansi of the Lorillard products displayed bewill also win this fit
21-1,,
low. The sorority that has saved the most
lit II S’s
eini
tides
ision
set.
So
start
saving
the
empty Lorillard packages will be awarded
packages of any of the Lorillard prisbna., meet ing, CH238, 7:30 p.m.
the RCA color television set. NOTE: I.
shown below. NOTE: I. Wrap empty tim 1.
Wrap empty packages in bundles of 50.
LI, t heran Student assn., meetages in bundles of SO. 2. The liundles 0.111
2. The bundles will be picked up hy the
wo,+se One girl to share apt. sv’th ing, Christian center, 300 S. 10th
be picked up hy the Lorillard repre-.ent,
Lorillard
teprewmtatises
CLASSIFIED RATES:
on
May
Ist.
4:
$37.50 per morir
It -30 am., discussion group; NOTE. Interviews are held in the
Ose nit 15lay 1st.
It inning sorority trill be notified by May
,
25c a line first insertion
7th. CV 5-0222
Placement Office, Adm234. Appoint
Winning fraternity will be notified hv
in.,
doctrine
study
group.
4.
In
the ,’rent of ties a blindfold draw,.
20c lino succeeding insertions
in
advance
of
out
ment
lists
are
put
hfay Ph. In the el en( III ties a Nita,:
,duilents Against communism,
lug
2 line minimum
ide the winner.
For Sale
the interview and students are re.
<homing will deride the n -inner.
quested to sign up early.-Ed.
Plymouth ’50, molded convert.. radio meeting, speaker; Bruce G. BarTO PLACE AN AD:
’.’,ter spots. top almost new, clean in ber, cafeteria rooms A, B. 3 p.m.
Call at Student Affairs OfficeSpanish club, meeting, College TODAY
condition. $200 cash. UN 7.3075.
Room 16, Tower Hall. or
Alameda County Probation de’54 Jag Cone. $750. 199 5. 12th after 5. Union, 7:30 p.m.
Send in Handy Order Blank
Gamma Delta. meeting, 374 S. partment.
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